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TEMPERATURE READ OUT 818 ONLY

It is possible to read the temperature of the tub / resistance of the sensor through the
electronic controller in diagnostics.   This is done by:

Enter diagnostics
Advance to the fast cycle /test cycle
Press the fast wash button

The LED’s will display the temperature in binary form as follows:
Rinse LED 4
Fast wash LED 8
Normal wash LED 16
Heavy wash LED 32
Eco Save LED 64

FAULT DISPLAY 818

A number of claims have been received where the customer’s complaint is “machine
beeping and rinse light on”.  The technician then goes on to say the fault code is the
rinse light on.    When the machine first faults it will beep continuously but the light that
is on indicates the current cycle the customer is using, not the fault code.   A number of
Electronic Controllers have been replaced without the technician entering diagnostics
and retrieving the current fault code.

All claims that do not have the fault code in the appropriate box on the claim and have
an electronic controller replaced will have the payment for the claim held until the fault
code is retrieved from electronics.    If when entering diagnostics there is no current fault
code in the memory then a reasonable description of the technicians description of the
fault they diagnosed will be sufficient.
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DISHDRAWER

MICROSWITCH LEVER KIT P/N 525896

As mentioned in a previous bulletin the microswitch lever is available as a spare part
including the spring. To identify the latest lever, the colour of the lever is green.

It is imperative that when servicing a Phase 1 DishDrawer a Lever Kit is fitted to the
electronic controller if it does not have a green lever.

The spring provided in the kit is softer than the earlier springs, therefore must be
replaced in conjunction with the lever.

DD601V2

Production has started on the DD601V2 now and parts and service manuals will be
mailed out shortly.

The Parts Manual covers Version 1and Version 2 so it will not be necessary to keep both
Parts Manuals. This manual also incorporates the USA parts where applicable.

The Service Manual is similar but there are enough changes to require a complete new
manual.

The main changes from Version 1 are:
- Quantum is now written on the upper door panel
- The EMI filter is positioned at the rear of the machine
- The microswitch is located on the LH slide at the rear and wired in series with  the

exhaust valve
- The motor now has a rotor position sensor fitted to the stator
- Motor speeds are now 2300rpm delicate, 2850rpm heavy, 2500rpm normal, fast

and rinse

The tub tool and pen tool diagnostic programmes are not compatible but all those who
have registered will receive the updated version.

The updated version is compatible with all DishDrawers.
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INTEGRATED BADGE

The integrated badge now has an earthing lead attached to it due to the possibility of
static discharge from the user to the badge.   The earth wire attaches to the mounting
panel on the front of the machine by means of a spade terminal.   If there are any product
in the field that are having this problem then a new integrated badge and front mounting
panel will be required.

LID P/N 525876

The part number for the new lid to suit the overlapping gasket is 525826. This was left
off the information provided in tech bulletin DW002.   Please add this part to your tech
bulletin and to your parts manual.

GALVANIZED CHASSIS WRAPPER

All DishDrawers except for models DD601 and DD601 WH will be fitted with an
electro - galv chassis instead of a white chassis.

The new model number for the DD601v2 with an electro-galv wrapper and white
pre-finished doors is:

DD601v2 WZ

DRAIN PUMP 521505

The drain pump has the incorrect resistance reading in the Service Manual.   The correct
resistance is 135 Ohms.   Please correct your Service Manual Specifications Page.
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